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Introduction
A very useful feature provided by the Pro bus PA protocol is the status byte in the
oat+status structure.
The big advantage of this feature is to allow a view the measurement value and
information that can qualify this value and to assist in safety fault condition (FailSafe). We will see below some details about this feature.

Understanding the status byte (state)
The input and output parameters status is intended to inform to other function
blocks the current state.
The status is composed of three parts: Quality, Sub-state and Limits.

Quality – indicates the quality of the parameter value.
Good Cascade – The value quality is good and can be used for control in
cascade.
Good Non-cascade –The value quality is good and cannot be used for
control in cascade.
Uncertain – The quality value is below normal, but value can still be useful.
Bad – The value isnot useful.
Sub-status – The sub-status is a supplement of quality state and takes
information to start or stop a control in cascade, alarms and others. There are
different sub-status con gurations for each quality.
Limits – Provide direction and information if associated value is limited or not.
The limits are classi ed such as: Not Limited, High Limited, Low Limited,
Constant.
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When a input parameter is “connected” in a output parameter for cyclic data
exchange, all structure (state and value) is received through eldbus
communication. If the input isnot connected, so states and values can be
con gured by user manually.
The state has following composition: Quality, sub-status and limits:

Figure 1 – Byte de Status

The state components are de ned as below:
Quality - The quality used will be determined by the highest priority condition:
0 = Bad
1 = Uncertain
2 = Good (Non-Cascade)
3 = Good (Cascade)
Sub-status – The sub-status values in the atribute status are de ned according
to Table 1.
Limit – The following limits conditions Always will be available in the state.
0 = Not limited
1 = Low limit
2 = High limit
3 = Constants
Examples:
0xC1 (in hex) is the “Good-Cascade Non Speci c and Low Limited” state
0xCF (in hex) is the “Good-Cascade Not invited and Constant” state
0x4E (in hex) is the “Uncertain Initial Value and High Limited” state.
Example: Number convertion for enumerations
There are many ways to convert the number listed to the state string. Two ways
are show below:
1) Expressing the number in binary:
State of hex value = 78 = 0x4E = 01001110 (in binary)
Dividing this binary number in Quality, Sub-Status and Limit:
Quality = 01 = 1 = “Uncertain”
Sub-estado = 0011 = 3 = “Initial Value”
Limit = 10 = 2 = “Limited in High”
The state is “uncertain - initial value - high limited.”
2) Using the state value in decimal format:
Decimal Value Status = 78

Divided the number per 64. The quotient will be Quality and stored the rest:
Quality = 78 / 64 = 1
Rest = 14
Divided the number per 4. The quotient will be Sub-Status and rest will be the limit:
SubStatus = 14 / 4 = 3
Limit = 2
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Table 1 – Status Conditions

Manipulation in Fail Safe

Fail Safe is a special state allow the function block to act when an abnormal
situation is detected.
An abnormal situation occurs when there is an unusual input, for example, faulty
sensor or loss of communication between function blocks for a longer period
than speci ed.
When the condition that trigged the fault state is normalized, the Fault Status is
reset and the block back to normal operation.

Condition that activate Fail Safe
When the input and output Function Blocks detect an abnormal condition, the
block enters in FAIL_SAFE mode. These abnormal situations are detected through
different ways.
The input function block, AI and TOT for example, are connected with a transducer
block via channel. When the transducer output has a bad state (for example,
faulty sensor) FAIL_SAFE condition of the block is activated.
The output fucntion block, for example: AO block receive input values of the upper
blocks through “cyclic connection”. These upper blocks are control function
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blocks and usually, have in control equipments. In this case, fail safe is activated
when one of the following conditions is met:
Loss of communication RCAS_IN for a time that exceeds FSAFE_TIME;
Loss of communication SP during a time that exceeds FSAFE_TIME;
IFS state in RCAS_IN input, when RCas mode is designated;
IFS state in the SP, when Auto mode is designated.

Fail Safe Action
The actions a imputo r output block can decide, when the block is in Fail Safe,
should be selected by the user through FSAFE_TYPE parameter in the AI and AO
blocks or using FAIL_TOT parameters in the TOT block.
In the FSAFE_TYPE parameter, the following options are available:
Use FSAFE_VALUE – in this case, AI and AO blocks use the safety value
supplied by the FSAFE_VALUE parameter for calculating, when Fail Safe is
active. The output state change for “Uncertain, substitute value”;
Use Last Usable Value – in this case, AI and AO blocks use the last usable
value for algorithm calculation. The state will be “Uncertain Last Usable
Level”. Is there is still a satisfactory value, use na Initial Value in the output.
The state will be “Uncertain Initial Value”.
Use the wrong value” (only for AI block) – AI block use wrong values and
states for calculation;
Use the ACTUATOR_ACTION (only for AO block) – AO block enter in safety
position based on an ACTUATOR_ACTION discrete parameter in the
transducer block.
In the FAL_TOT parameter (only used in the totalizer block) the following options
are available:
Hold – For totalizer in the last value. The state output will go to “Uncertain
non-speci c”.
Memory – Use the last valid value for totalization. The state will be
“Uncertain Last Usable Value”. If there isnot a valid state in the memory, use
the initial value for totalization. The state will be “Uncertain, Initial Value”.
Run – The totalization is continued (restarted). Use the wrong value and
state for output.

Conclusion
We have seen through this article the importance of the status argument in
Pro bus PA and its peculiarities.
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